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Excellence award goes to non-equilibrium thermodynamics investigation
of transport properties
Prof. Øivind Wilhelmsen was granted the 2017 Excellence Award
by the Working Party on Thermodynamics and Transport
Properties in recognition of his thesis research on the heat and
mass transport at the interface of nano-droplets.
His thesis work entitled “Equilibrium and Non-equilibrium
thermodynamics of planar and curved interfaces” was
conducted under the supervision of Prof. Signe Kjelstrup at the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). It was
defended on November 27, 2015. The judges congratulated Prof
Wilhelmsen on the impressive number of papers in the body of
the thesis, 13 in total, all of which were lauded as ‘highly
original’. They noted that Wilhelmsen was the first to carry out
the particular equilibrium and transport studies for curved interfaces, the first to predict
droplet stability in confinement, and the first to give heat and mass resistivities for water
droplets.
Prof. Signe Kjelstrup wrote: “The work represents an extension of the theory of nonequilibrium thermodynamics to include heterogeneous systems. It is also of importance for
applications, for instance in the modelling of phase transitions of water under various
conditions in nature and industry. One may speculate that this can improve climate modelling,
but the applications are difficult to oversee at the moment, because the method will add to the
understanding and description of phase transitions in general.”
Recommending Øivind Wilhelmsen for the Award, Prof. Miguel Rubi stated: “Dr. Wilhelmsen
has energy, enthusiasm, and talent to take on new directions of research and to make valuable
contributions to them. He has a methodical mind, an optimistic attitude, and is unusually
skilled at numerical and analytical methods. He takes an extraordinary scientific care about his
work, which goes far beyond what he has actually published.” Prof. Dick Bedeaux wrote: “His
work on this problem literally opens new windows in the understanding of nano
thermodynamics, a field of the utmost importance.”
Prof. Øivind Wilhelmsen has been visiting researcher at the Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule (ETH) in Zurich, Switzerland and the University of Barcelona (UB) in Spain. Since
2010, he has been working as a research scientist at SINTEF Energy Research. On the basis of
his total production he was named adjunct professor in thermodynamics and renewable energy
technology at Norwegian University of Science and Technology in May 2016. His H-factor – a
measure of the productivity and citation impact of a scholar - is as high as 11 and his work
received around 500 citations.
Comprising a certificate and cash prize of 1,500 Euros, the award was presented on 21 May
2017 during the 29th European Symposium on Applied Thermodynamics (ESAT) that was held
in Bucharest, Romania, from 18 – 21 May 2017.
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Related links
EFCE media centre (http://www.efce.info/Media+Centre.html)
EFCE Working Party on Thermodynamics and Transport Properties (http://www.wp-ttp.dk/)
29th European Symposium on Applied Thermodynamics (ESAT) (https://www.esat2017.ro/)

Notes to media:
For further information, please contact:
Claudia Flavell-While
tel: +44 (0)1788 534422
email: Claudia@icheme.org
About chemical engineers
Chemical, biochemical and process engineering is the application of science, maths and
economics to the process of turning raw materials into everyday products. Professional
chemical engineers design, construct and manage process operations all over the world. Oil
and gas, pharmaceuticals, food and drink, synthetic fibres and clean drinking water are just
some of the products where chemical engineering plays a central role.
About EFCE
Founded in 1953, The European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE) is a non-profitmaking association, whose object is to promote co-operation in Europe between non-profitmaking professional scientific and technical societies in 30 countries for the general
advancement of chemical engineering and as a means of furthering the development of
chemical engineering. See www.efce.org
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